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Notc :- Solve cither (A) and (B) from each question.

Explain thc following :-
Histogram, Box-Whisker Plot.
Explain the pur:pose of transforming data. litlen it is used'l 10+6

OR
What is meant by Clusledng ? Explain agglomerative Hierarchical clustedng nethod.
Describe components of exploratory data analysis. 6+10
Explain inverse transformation mcthod to drau,random sample from normal
distribution with mea.n F and var.or-
Definc a time reversible Markov chain. Explain the method of obaining the same
using Mctropolis-Hastings algorithm. 8 i 8

OR
Explain Monte-Carlo tecbnique of cvaluating a finite integral.
Dcscrihe Box-Muller techniques to draw a random sample liom normal distribulion.

8+8
Explain concept of simulated anncaling.
Explain horv simulation is used in tcsting of h)?othesis. 8'8

OR
Explain Simulated annealing fc-,r Markov charn.
What do you mean by pemutation test.? f)iscuss its use. 10+6

ln a random sampling 1'rom normal distribution to estimate population mean, show

that X- is biascd cstimator of F?. Shox'that Jacklaile estimator of p: is unbiased
es1irnal.or.

Explain Jackknife estimator in rcgression. 8+8

OR
Describe Bootstrap confidence inten'al.

For rcgression equation of the qTe y = xP + e explaitr estimation of parameter

using Ijootstrap method based on rcsidue. 8+8

Define a Kemel density estimator. Show that the bias ofthe Kcrncl dcnsity estimator

is quadratic in its band*'idth.

Describc the rheory of EM algorithm, explaining thc concepl of expectation and

maximization. Hence or otherwisc state the EM algorilhm. 8=8

OR

Explain horv EM algorithm is used to find MLFI of parameter in incompletc data.

\\'ritc explanatory note on'Optimum Band*idth. 10+6
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